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Abstract
Intellectual Properties (IP), such as patents and
trademarks, are one of the most critical assets in today’s
enterprises and research organizations. They represent
the core innovation and differentiators of an
organization. When leveraged effectively, they not only
protect a business from its competition, but also generate
significant opportunities in licensing, execution, long
term research and innovation. In certain industries, such
as Pharmaceutical industry, patents lead to multi-billion
dollar revenue each year. In this paper, we present a
holistic information mining solution, called SIMPLE,
which mines large corpus of patents and scientific
literature for insights. Unlike much prior work that deals
with specific aspects of analytics, SIMPLE is an
integrated and end-to-end IP analytics solution which
addresses a wide range of challenges in patent analytics
such as the data complexity, scale, and nomenclature
issues. It encompasses techniques and tools for patent
data processing and modeling, analytics algorithms, web
interface and web services for analytics service delivery
and end-user interaction. We use real-world case studies
to demonstrate the effectiveness of SIMPLE.

1. Introduction
With the explosion of diverse types of information in
organizations and in public, text and data mining solutions
are now receiving unprecedented attention. Text and data
mining solutions analyze large volume of unstructured and
structured data respectively to bring insights to users. In
particular, Intellectual Properties (IP) represents one of
the most valuable information assets to corporations.
Appropriate management and leverage of IP information
can create significant competitive advantages, generate
high-value and low-cost returns through licensing and
divesting opportunities, and enable major science and
technology breakthroughs. Today, some industries rely
primarily on the IP related activities and business to
survive and thrive, such as healthcare and life sciences
and pharmaceutical industries.

IP activities may range from prior art search, portfolio
analysis and management, licensing target identification,
divestiture analysis, to patent valuation. In specific
industry, semantic entity extraction from patents is
important as well. For instance, extracting chemical names
and biological entities from patents is crucial for drug
research. To date, many such IP activities rely on tedious,
expensive and error-prone manual processing. Machineaided analytics are becoming increasingly essential. Yet
the large variation in the quantity, quality and unique
characteristics of IP information makes it especially
challenging for adopting many exiting text and data
mining solutions as is. For instance, a typical IP data
corpus for Pharmaceutical research may comprise
collections of granted patents and applications from US,
European, and World-wide patent offices, scientific
literature such as PubMed Medline scientific articles [1]
as well as other raw data produced by high throughput
screening. This patent corpus alone may contain over 10
million documents and consumes hundreds of Gigabytes
of storage and it is continuously updated with new data.
An end-to-end IP analytics solution must take into
consideration issues related to data volume, diversity, and
speed of change and it must include a wide range of data
processing and analytics tools to derive insights.
Mining patents requires addressing three major
technical challenges. First, a solution requires
management of the information itself. Processing,
cleansing, normalizing, validating and storing the large
volume of information in a manner that it is ready and
accessible for downstream analysis. Given the unique
characteristics and legal significance of patent data, this
step is especially critical. Second, we need to apply
interactive and batch analytical techniques to the
structured and unstructured information to derive
additional value-added attributes and relationships. These
techniques consist of technologies such as machine
learning [2], clustering and classification [3, 4, 5], and
entity extraction (also called annotation) algorithms using
Natural Language Processing or otherwise [6, 7, 8].
Third, it requires transformation of the information into a
human interactive interface and consumable form such as
reports and visualizations.

In this paper, we present such a holistic IP mining
solution called SIMPLE. SIMPLE consists of a suite of
tools and processes for processing IP data and data
warehousing, a set of analytics technologies and tools for
patent analysis, a web-service enablement of the analytical
services in a service-oriented architecture (SOA), and a
web based user interface and visualizations for end user
consumption of analytical results. SIMPLE has been
successfully used in many real-world scenarios. In the rest
of the paper, we present the key challenges in mining
patent data in Section 2. We then present the overall
SIMPLE system architecture and its key components in
Section 3. Several real-world case studies are illustrated in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes and outlines the
future work.

2. Patent mining challenges
Analyzing patents is particularly challenging. First, raw
patent data provided by different authorities is widely
available in different formats, e.g., XML [9] and images.
However, such raw data is complex. Patents contain a
large set of highly valuable structured fields such as
inventors, assignees, dates, and class codes. Yet they are
often not normalized or standardized. For example, an
assignee may have many different assignee name
variations. Without appropriate normalization, searching
for a specific assignee name can only result in a subset of
patents rather than the entire patent portfolio from that
assignee. As for unstructured text fields such as title,
abstract, claims, and text body of the patents, they often
contain various encodings that present roadblocks for
parsing, search, and text analysis.
The challenge is exacerbated when dealing with
pharmaceutical specific analysis, such as searching
chemical names and biological entities from patents. This
is because the nomenclature associated with chemical
substances is difficult to understand. Inconsistencies
among chemical terms are widespread, despite the
standard efforts. For example, “Valium” has at least 149
other names. Many can be found in patents. Searching for
certain pharmaceuticals in the patent literature using
commonly accepted phrases is extremely difficult.
Another form of nomenclature challenge has to do with
the patent language, especially claims. Patent claims are
the heart of the patents. The ability to analyze claims
language to derive insight is essential to a successful IP
analytics solution. In our experience, we found that new
algorithms and analytical techniques are often required.
We will highlight a few such algorithms in this paper.

Finally, the size of the overall patent corpus poses a
different dimension of challenge for research and
development activities. Today, running a chemical name
annotator against the entire patent corpus would take
weeks on a sizable server. When parallelized on clusters
or the Blue Gene supercomputer, it may take only
minutes. Clearly, scalable algorithms and technologies are
needed when handling such large data corpus.

3. SIMPLE system architecture
To address the challenges above, SIMPLE embeds four
major components that are integrated in an end to end
fashion. The overall system architecture is shown in
Figure 1. The four key components are the follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

A General Extract-Transform-Load (GETL)
engine which processes the raw patent data into a
clean data warehouse containing both structured
and unstructured text information. Such a tool
can also be used to process content other than
patents, e.g., Medline scientific articles and web
pages. It also generates appropriate indices for
general keyword based text and structured data
search using existing search engines such as
Lucene [10].
Annotators, such as chemical and biological
entity annotators, that extract semantic entities,
e.g., chemical names drugs, diseases, and Genes
from unstructured text. The extracted entities are
stored back into the data warehouse as additional
structured data to enable subsequent search and
analysis.
A run-time analytics engine that performs
different types of runtime analytics. For
example, Nearest Neighbor search (NN) for
searching for prior art, patent Claims Originality
analysis (CO) for ranking patents, and patent
clustering (PC) for portfolio analysis, and
relationship analysis for finding relationships of
multiple dimensions of information. Such
analytics are provided via web services. This
enables other applications to integrate with
SIMPLE analytics services easily.
A web based user interface and a set of
visualization components for user consumption
of the analytical results.

Overall SIMPLE’s GETL engine ingests the patent
feeds on an ongoing basis, extracts desired information
from them, transforms and cleanses them into standard
formats, and loads them into the data warehouse modeled
by a standard data warehouse model, e.g., star or
snowflake schema [11, 12]. The data warehouse enables

Figure 1. Overall SIMPLE system architecture.
efficient Business Intelligence-type aggregations and
reporting. The cleansed text data in the data warehouse
can then be fed into a suite of annotators to derive
additional semantic entities from the text. The extracted
entities are inserted back into the data warehouse as
additional structured dimensions for subsequent online
analysis. Once the data warehouse is fully populated,
runtime search and analytics are applied to derive insights.
The analytical results are shown via a web interface with
visualizations. Below we briefly describe the key
functions of each of the four major system components.

3.1 GETL for Patent Processing
To construct and maintain the ongoing patent data feed
into a cleansed data warehouse, we developed the GETL
engine (see Figure 2 for its system architecture). It
includes four key sets of technologies as discussed below
(see [13] for the details of the GETL approach).
1.

2.

A general data model mapping framework that
maps arbitrary XML data sources to standard
data warehouse data models such as star and
snowflake schema.
A general data Extraction, Transformation, and
Loading framework that allows flexible
extraction of various fields in the source data,
diverse transformation of source fields into user-

3.

4.

or system-defined formats in the target data
warehouse, and efficient loading of large amount
of data into database tables.
A set of cleansing capabilities such as duplicate
detection and elimination and filtering of data by
specific fields of user-defined functions during
data loading.
A set of recovery capabilities that allow undo,
redo, abort and recovery operations in the face of
data loading errors and failures.

3.2 Chemical name and Biological entities
annotators
Annotation technologies entail processing of text
information and extracting the desired entities out of it
through various forms of analytical processing. SIMPLE
currently includes a set of chemical and biological name
annotators. Chemical annotation is a multi-step process.
First we applied a set of analytics technologies to extract
candidate chemical names from text. All the extracted
potential chemicals are then fed into a name-to-structure
converter program that converts chemical names into
structures. Such a program makes no value judgments,
focusing only on providing a structure that the name
accurately describes [14]. Remarkably, this process also
serves as a ‘normalization’ process that maps chemicals
that have different names to the same structure,
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Figure 2. GETL engine architecture.
represented by a common and standard SMILES string
[15].

3.3 Runtime Analysis and Visualization

While developing the chemical name annotator, we also
experimented with multiple annotation technologies,
ranging from hidden Markov (HMM) models [16],
conditional random field theory (CRF) [17], to dictionary
and rule-based technologies. For chemical names, we
found that a combination of rule-based and negative
dictionary based approaches work particularly well. This
is because chemical names are typically ‘unlike’ other
words commonly used in the English language. By
appropriately applying dictionary technologies and
domain-knowledge-driven rules, we can devise high
quality annotators (see [18] for details of the SIMPLE
chemical annotator technology). Using such techniques,
we were able to identify close to 140 million chemical
names from over 30 years of US Patent corpus and close
to 12 million from Medline scientific article abstracts.

With the cleansed data warehouse and the extracted
new annotations, additional runtime analytics can be
applied to derive insights. SIMPLE analytics are delivered
via both a web service API and a web interface. The web
service interface allows other applications to integrate
with SIMPLE’s analytics services. The web interface with
visualizations allows the end user to consume the
analytical results easily. We describe several such runtime
analytics capabilities in SIMPLE below.

Annotation runs on patents often take several weeks to
complete. To speed up this process, we devised a set of
analytical approaches to allow annotation processes to run
on massively parallel supercomputers, such as IBM’s
Bluegene [19]. Through such parallelization, we were able
to reduce weeks of annotation time down to minutes. Such
rapid annotation techniques open up possibilities for
corporations to provide supercomputer-powered
annotation services. For example, individual
pharmaceutical companies may submit certain
customizations to the annotator such as using their own
proprietary dictionaries and request an annotator run for
the entire patent and Medline data corpus and receive
results within minutes. This will significantly speed up the
entire drug discovery research and development activities.

3.3.1 Nearest Neighbor Search (NN)
One of the most critical IP activities is collecting
together a group of patents on a similar subject for
potential licensing as a package. Such search intends to
find a set of patents within a portfolio that are similar to a
given set of known patents. To increase the value of such
a licensing package, it is desirable to find additional
similar patents that can be included in the package as well.
Given the input patents, the search result is sorted by
the “closeness” of the result set to the given set such that
the most similar ones are shown at the top of the list. In
addition to using patents as inputs, NN may also take a
short paragraph of text as input. In such cases, NN will try
to find patents that have similar text. In addition to its
value in finding patents for licensing, by using this text
input feature NN is often used by patent attorneys to
identify prior art for a proposed invention disclosure.

Figure 3. Nearest Neighbor Search Result Visualization.
SIMPLE’s NN creates a text cluster based on the given
set of patents. In such text clusters, each document is
represented by a vector of words and phrases (also called
a Vector Space Model) extracted from the patent text
body. The overall text cluster is represented by a centriod
model, modeled and computed by the vectors that
represented the input documents. [20] provides a detailed
description on text clustering, centriod models and vector
space models. With such document modeling techniques,
one can compute the distance between any two patents
represented by the two vectors of features.
To compute the distance of the other patents to the
input set, we measure the distance between the other
candidate patents and the centroid of the cluster. The
candidate pool of patents is drawn from all those in the
portfolio that share membership in the same IPC
(international patent code) classes as the original input
patents. IPC classes are high level, standard, and broad
patent classifications established by patent authorities.

Using IPC classes to form the candidate pool allows us
to limit the universe that the NN has to search against
without significantly compromising on the quality of the
results. Meanwhile, limiting the search scope can improve
the overall performance.
In SIMPLE, NN returns two sorted list of patents, one
sorted by the distance between a result patent and the
centriod of the input cluster (called “fitness” values) and
the other sorted by the distance between the result patent
and any individual patent in the input set (called “Nearest”
values). The first list treats the input patents as a single
cluster with a centriod. The second list can be useful if the
input patents are not alike themselves. One may be
interested in finding patents that are close to any of the
patents in the given set instead of the overall set. Figure 3
shows an example of NN visualization output. The lightshaded patents are the inputs. The dark bars represent the
resulting patents, sorted by the “fitness” value in the view.

Figure 4. Claims Originality Analysis Visualization.

3.3.2 Claims Originality Analysis (CO)
The ability to rank or score the quality of patents is
critical in many IP tasks. Claims Originality analysis
intends to provide a form of ranking based on analysis of
patent claims language. Specifically, it evaluates each
patent’s technical contribution to the field and brings to
the notice of the analyst, those patents that are most
valuable, and why they are deemed to be so. This
approach helps highlight specific words and phrases in the
patent claim section that help to demark the technical
contribution of the patent and by aggregating and counting

both the earliness and subsequent usage of these phrases
helps to critically measure the potential licensing value of
the patent in question (see [21] for the CO details). Figure
4 shows an example of the CO analysis result for a given
set of patents.
Visually, the results are presented in a table format with
the following columns: patent number, publish date, classcode, citation count, key phrases, and the rating value. For
each of the identified key phrases, we also show the first
use date, the day difference (inverse of recency) and the
support value for that phrase, i.e., the unique number of

Figure 5. IBM Patent Portfolio Summary (1994-2002) based on SIMPLE’s Patent Clustering Analysis.
patents that subsequently used the same phrases. For
instance, from the table, we notice that, while ranking
patent 5448635, one of the important phrases is “isdn
network”, it was first used in a patent published in
1/18/1994, which is 595 days before this patent. The
support of the term is 24 patents, i.e., after the first use,
the term has been subsequently used in 24 distinct patents.
The “first use” date of any phrase is hyper-linked to the
text of the patent that used that phrase for the first time.
Supports are also linked to all of the supporting patents.

3.3.3 Patent Cluster
Patent clustering generates patent clusters for a given
set of patents based on the patent text fields, such as
abstracts, claims, and titles. The generated patent clusters
can form a taxonomy that categorizes the given patent set.
Although patents typically come with different
categorizations already based on the structured fields,
such as IPC class code, such standard classification is
often too broad or too high level. The text-based
classification using patent clustering is more truthful and
reflective, since it is based on patents’ text content.
Patent clustering is a powerful tool for portfolio
analysis. For example, when it is applied to the patents for
a given corporation, the generated patent clusters naturally

represent different categories of patents that the
corporation might have. Our patent cluster also embeds
additional information such as trends and statistical results
of the clusters, e.g., cohension and distinctness values, to
allow users to further understand the quality of the
clustering results and cluster trends.
Figure 5 shows an example of patent clustering result
based on IBM’s patents between 1994 and 2002. The
small trend lines indicate which categories of patents
represent recent trends. For example, client-server
architecture category had an upward trending, indicating
that it might be an area that IBM is paying more attention
to during late 1990’s and early 2000’s. On the contrary,
video and polymer patents are trending downward,
indicating that there may be less work going into those
areas in that time period.

3.3.4 Relationship Analysis
Patent clustering-generated taxonomy, annotation
results such as chemical and biological names and
structured fields represent different dimensions of
information. They allow users to analyze patents from
different angles. In addition, SIMPLE’s relationship
analysis allows multiple dimensions of information to be
analyzed at the same time, to identify interesting

Figure 6. The Relationship Analysis between chemical names and biological entities.
correlations. For example, when we perform relationship
analysis on chemical names and medical conditions, we
can find which medical conditions are highly related to
which chemicals by analyzing patents whose claims
mention the molecule as well as medical conditions.
Logically, the molecule and a medical condition are
considered to have high correlation/affinity if a large
number of patents contain both entities in the claims.
Specifically, SIMPLE uses a Chi-squared test is used to
compute the affinity [22]. Figure 6 shows an example. For
caffeine, migraine and headache have a high affinity,
nausea and anxiety a moderate one, and burns and cough a
low affinity.
Overall, such runtime analytics are embedded in an
analysis workflow. The workflow may start with
SIMPLE’s patent search capability to identify a set of
patents that are of interest. Then the set is fed into the
analytics services. For example, NN would find other

relevant patents for the given set. CO would be able to
rank these patents in terms of the originality of the claims.
SIMPLE also contains other forms of runtime analysis
such as patent divestiture analysis, emerging terms
identification, and trends. Divestiture analysis can analyze
the impact of divesting a set of given patents by reporting
simulated changes after divestiture. Emerging terms
analysis can identify words and phrases that are becoming
more and more prominent for a given class of patents. We
do not illustrate details of these analytics due to space
limitation. To further assist users, users can save the
search and analysis results into “projects”. Projects can
then be shared among groups, and exported into different
formats.

4. Case studies
4.1 IBM Patent Licensing

Figure 7. The Relationship Analysis between IP categories for the Pharmaceutical industry and companies.
One of the first utilizations of the SIMPLE application
was in the IBM Trademark and Intellectual Property
department. IBM owns more than 40,000 patents [23], in
more than twenty different patent classes. One of the
functions of this group is to find patents that IBM owns
that are considered to be outside of our core business and
sell or license them to other organizations. In one case,
they gave us input to SIMPLE as set of 13 patents in the
Voice over Internet Protocol space, looking to find
additional patents that might be of value in this space. We
ran SIMPLE’s NN analysis on these input patents and
found many more IBM patents that are relevant.
Once the nearest neighbor patents are identified, CO
analysis was performed to evaluate the relative value of
each of the top 10 identified patents. In the end, the IBM
IP staff expanded the original patent package to 20 patents
with an appropriate understanding of the relative value of
the patents. This led to much more significant licensing
revenue with a shorter processing time. There are several
other similar cases. Due to space limitation, we do not
present in this paper.

4.2 Industry-level patent landscape analysis
SIMPLE’s patent clustering and relationship analysis
have been used by IBM’s Global Business Services in
understanding IP landscape and trends for a given
industry. For example, we have done an IP landscape

analysis for Pharmaceutical industry by looking at US
patent trends from 1980’s to 2004. Our analysis showed
who have increasing IP activities and who have
decreasing ones.
In addition, we performed patent clustering on the
patents from the entire industry and found emerging
patterns as indicated by the patent clusters, such as
Alzheimer, arthritis, etc. Once the patent clusters are
generated, we performed relationship analysis between the
generated categories and the assignee names, i.e.,
companies. Such an analysis allows us to correlate
companies with their focus domains and identify
whitespaces in the industry. Figure 7 shows the result of
such analysis. The column headings indicate the
companies. Each row corresponds to one cluster/category
of patents. The shading indicates the level of affinity
between the company and the corresponding category.
The dark/red cell shows the highest affinity between the
company and the corresponding category. As shown in
Figure 7, Genentic is highly associated with the category
of “tumor”, “liver”, “lung”, etc. More interestingly,
Genentic has the most unique patent portfolio. The areas
that it focuses on are white spaces for other companies by
and large (the rows that Genetic has dark cells on have no
other dark cells in other columns) .

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we presented a holistic analytics solution
for mining patents and scientific literature. Our solution
integrates ETL data processing, data modeling, offline
analytics, e.g., chemical name annotation, runtime
analytics, e.g., NN and CO, and end user visualization.
The overall system is further scaled up by utilizing
supercomputer resources, e.g., blue gene. In the future, we
plan to experiment SIMPLE on the cloud infrastructure
[24], as alternative low-cost and high performing
platforms. We also plan to improve real-time performance
of SIMPLE’s runtime analytics, such as NN, CO, and
patent clustering. Currently, such analysis takes minutes to
run for a relatively small input patent set (e.g., tens of
patents). New algorithms and techniques are needed to
scale it up to larger inputs.
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